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This new title by the well-respected motoring authors depicts the complete history of 
Porsche’s dedication to international motorsports which is
story. 
 
Starting with the beginnings in 1948, when type 356 scored its first class victory in the 
Innsbruck City Race with a maximum speed of 135 km/h, Porsche 
take a pole position in motorsports at circuits the world over, 
(such as Paris/Dakar) and Formula One. They managed to include top drivers from the 
annals of motorsport in their team. 
after 16 years of abstinence with the 919 Hybrid spo
In addition to color photography of the events today and archival race images the book 
describes each season with Porsche cars participating
results since 1951. Full of comprehensive statistics, this volum
on Porsche motor racing activities as it was never 
 
An indispensible reference book for every Porsche and motorsport racing Fan!
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respected motoring authors depicts the complete history of 
Porsche’s dedication to international motorsports which is - after all - an impressive 

Starting with the beginnings in 1948, when type 356 scored its first class victory in the 
Innsbruck City Race with a maximum speed of 135 km/h, Porsche subsequently managed to 
take a pole position in motorsports at circuits the world over, including long distance races 
(such as Paris/Dakar) and Formula One. They managed to include top drivers from the 
annals of motorsport in their team. LeMans 2014 saw Porsche re-appear on the rallye scene 
after 16 years of abstinence with the 919 Hybrid sports-prototype. 
In addition to color photography of the events today and archival race images the book 

with Porsche cars participating in detail with the complete list of 
comprehensive statistics, this volume offers a profound overview 

on Porsche motor racing activities as it was never before compiled.  

reference book for every Porsche and motorsport racing Fan!
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respected motoring authors depicts the complete history of 
an impressive success 

Starting with the beginnings in 1948, when type 356 scored its first class victory in the 
subsequently managed to 

including long distance races 
(such as Paris/Dakar) and Formula One. They managed to include top drivers from the 

appear on the rallye scene 

In addition to color photography of the events today and archival race images the book 
in detail with the complete list of 

e offers a profound overview 

reference book for every Porsche and motorsport racing Fan! 
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